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Abstract. In Problem Solving Environments (PSE), Interactive Sim-
ulation Systems (ISS) are an important interactive mode for studying
complex scientiþc problems. But eÆcient and user-friendly tools for de-
signing interactive experiments lack in many PSEs. Mechanisms, such as
data ýow and control ýow diagrams, adopted in many current PSEs to
specify the component interconnection and interaction scenarios are de-
rived mostly from a data processing perspective, and are not suitable for
designing user-centred interactions. ISS-Conductor is an agent-oriented
architecture for ISS components. It uses an extended þnite state ma-
chine to model the run-time behaviour of a component, and adopts þrst
order logic to represent the interaction constraints between components
and to implement them in the knowledge bases of agents. ISS-Conductor
separates the basic computational functions of a component from its run-
time behaviour controls, and provides a high-level interface for users to
design interaction scenarios. In this paper, we prototype a user-friendly
tool for using components based on ISS-Conductor to design interactive
experiments.

1 Introduction

A Problem Solving Environment (PSE) is a complex and integrated computa-
tional environment that provides all kinds of facilities needed to solve a given
class of problems [1]. In industrial design and scientiÿc research, PSEs have
proved themselves by providing solutions to complex problems [2{4]. In general,
a PSE consists of a set of functional components or tools for its target problem
domain, a user interface for designing and performing experiments, and a run-
time environment for computation and for managing resources. A solver for a
complex domain problem is decomposed into a number of functional components
or tools, which are then interconnected and executed under control of the PSE.
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In PSEs, trial solutions are often called experiments. In many current PSEs, data
ÿow and control ÿow are the mechanisms adopted to specify the interconnec-
tion between functional components. In the data ÿow mechanism, data pipelines
depict the interconnection between the data channels of components are used
to represent the dependencies between components. Processing and transferring
data objects are basic interactions between components, in systems like SciRun
[5]. In the control ÿow mechanism, interaction and execution dependencies be-
tween components are represented by a sequence of actions or tasks that should
be performed by components. Workÿow system is a typical example, such as
in DISKWorld [6]. In many control ÿow systems, data state information is also
used as a complement for interaction controls.

In PSEs, human in the loop experiments are increasingly important for study-
ing complex problem spaces. Interactive Simulation Systems (ISS), which couple
simulation modules and visualisation tools together, and include a human user
in the run-time loop to manipulate simulation parameters are an example. For
complex problems, sophisticated interactions between simulators and interactive
visualisation tools are often needed. However, in the current data ÿow based
mechanisms, only data processing related interaction controls can be speciþed.
These are not suÆcient for handling synchronisation between parallel compo-
nents and human interactions. In the control ÿow mechanisms, tasks sequences
are predeþned, but user-centred and event-driven interactions are not easily in-
cluded. A ÿexible mechanism for describing the interconnection of components
is needed in current PSEs, and it should be supported by a user-friendly tool.

In this paper, we continue our work on an agent-oriented middleware for
constructing Interactive Simulation Systems [7]. First, we will review our earlier
work on an agent-oriented ISS architecture, and then we will analyse the design
requirements for a user-friendly tool for constructing interactive experiments.
After that we will use an example discuss how such tool should be implemented.

In our earlier work, we have invented an agent-oriented software architecture,
Interactive Simulation System Conductor (ISS-Conductor), for implementing
and interconnecting distributed interactive simulation components [7, 8]. In ISS-
Conductor, we use a layered interconnection mechanism: at the lower-level, mes-
sages between modules are carried by Communication Agents (ComAs), and at
the higher-level, application logic is controlled by Module Agents (MAs). Compo-

nents are major units in an ISS application. In ISS-Conductor, each component
contains two parts: an Actor and a Conductor, both of which contain a ComA.
The Actor realises computational functions of a component, and the Conductor
contains a MA for controlling run-time behaviour of the component. At run-
time, the Actor and Conductor of a component are separate processes, which
communicate with each other and the other components via a software bus. The
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software bus is normally the run-time infrastructure of the communication mid-
dleware adopted by the ComAs. The interaction scenarios between modules are
represented as knowledge bases, which can be bound to MAs at run-time. Fig.
1 depicts the architecture.

Fig. 1. ISS-Conductor components and their interconnection.

In the current implementation of ISS-Conductor, the Run Time Infrastruc-
ture (RTI) 1.3NGV5 of High Level Architecture (HLA) [9] is the communication
interface between ComAs, and Amzi Prolog [10] is used to implement the rea-
soning engines in the MAs. ISS-Conductor is part of Polder [11], a computing
environment built by the University of Amsterdam. In Polder, ISS-Conductor
is the emerging framework architecture for Interactive Simulation Systems. In
the rest of this paper, we will describe a prototype of a user-friendly tool, called
ISS-Studio, for developing ISS by using ISS-Conductor components.

ISS-Studio aims to be a user-friendly tool for scientists to design interactive ISS-
Conductor experiments. It must support diÿerent conþgurations for experiments:
multiple simulation and interactive visualisation modules can be combined, and
users can be geographically distributed. ISS-Studio should be user-friendly, ýex-
ible, easy to use, and robust. It should provide an integrated environment, which
covers most basic procedures for designing and executing experiments, such as
problem analysis, scenario design and execution management. It should be an
open environment; components can be shared between organisations. For porta-
bility, ISS-Studio should support most popular computational infrastructures
for executing experiments. Decision support for experiments should also be pro-
vided.
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Managing components, designing experiments, and executing experiments are
the three main functionalities to be provided by ISS-Studio. Fig. 2 shows the ba-
sic module-diagram of ISS-Studio. The component management sub-system pro-
vides an interface for managing software components, such as storing, querying,
outsourcing, and updating. The experiment management sub-system supports
basic procedures to design and validate experiments. Iterative development mode
is a popular and practical approach for designing and implementing software ap-
plications. The steps depicted in Fig. 3 will be considered as basic procedures
for experiment development life cycle in ISS-Studio. The execution management

sub-system executes an experiment on the computational infrastructure. The
current implementation of ISS-Conductor is based on HLA. ISS-Conductor is
also being integrated with Globus [12] to provide grid access. The interaction
between RTI and Globus is one of our considerations for the migration, which is
discussed in a separate paper [13]. This sub-system provides interface to execute
experiments and monitor their resource consumption and progresses.

Fig. 2. Functional modules in ISS-Studio.

3 Design

Components are stored in a repository, which provides an interface for searching,
browsing and updating. To share software resources with other organisations, the
repository will also provide an interface for outsourcing and insourcing compo-
nents based on a service architecture.
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Fig. 3. An iterative model for designing interactive experiments in PSEs.

In the repository, each component has an actor, a conductor and an interface
speciÿcation. In the interface speciÿcation, actions and states of the component,
data object interface, execution requirements, and the version of the implemen-
tation are described. XML [14] is considered as basic language for the speciÿca-
tion. ISS-Studio should provide an interface for incorporating normal programs
into the ISS-Conductor architecture, for updating available components, and for
reÿning their interface speciÿcation.

The experiment management sub-system assists users at each main step of the
experiment life cycle depicted in Fig. 3. To help users to build a solution and
map it onto suitable components, a decision support agent is desirable. The
decision support agent can search the experiment repository and ÿnd similar
experiments as examples for the user, and search for proper components. If no
proper components are available in the local repository, the decision support
agent should contact the repositories of the other PSEs.

Considering components are the major units in a PSE, composing interac-
tion scenarios between these components becomes an important step in designing
experiments. The extended ÿnite state machine [7] is adopted as the basic mech-
anism in ISS-Conductor to model run-time behaviour and represent interaction
scenarios. Therefore, an interaction sequence chart will be a suitable visual inter-
face for specifying interaction cases of experiments. An experiment may contain
multiple scenarios; composing global scenario-switch and detailed interaction
sequences in each scenario in a hierarchical way will be necessary.

From the sequence chart, dependencies between components can be automat-
ically generated and represented in Prolog, which is the representation language
of the knowledge bases of the MAs. To validate the scenario, a simulation tool
will be provided. This simulation tool will execute all knowledge bases in a
multi-threaded way, and track the run-time behaviour of all modules.

Finally, an executable of the experiment can be generated. It can be executed
both inside and outside ISS-Studio. This sub-system will also include a documen-
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tation management tool to generate and maintain all necessary documentation
for an experiment.

The execution management sub-system provides an interface for users to execute
experiments. The interface will be able to interact with job scheduling tools,
such as PBS [15], to submit computing jobs and monitor the progress of the
execution. In this sub-system, general tools for visualising experiment federation,
and resource consumption, like software traÆc, will be provided. During each
execution, log ÿles will be maintained.

4 Prototype

In this section, we use an example to discuss how ISS-Studio will be implemented
to support interactive experiment design. In surgery, verifying an operation plan
is a diÆcult task, even for expert surgeons. Computer simulation may help a
surgeon to validate his treatment, but it is almost impossible to let a computer
simulate all possible solutions. In an interactive experiment, a human expert is
put into the simulation cycle to let him apply his expertise to conÿne the problem
space. For complex cases, more than one expert can attend the experiment at
same time, and they can be at diþerent locations. In the experiment, a simulation
program on a parallel computer system simulates the patient's blood ýow. One
or more visualisation modules present the simulated results together with the
body's geometrical information obtained from a medical scanner (such as CT or
MRI). The visualisation and interaction modules can be executed in immersive
virtual environments such as (CAVE) [16] or desktops, from which a user can
study the results of a trial treatment, and modify it when necessary [17, 18].
The simulation and interactive visualisation modules are connected through a
high performance network. Due to the massive computation of the simulation,
the experiment also includes a storage module, which can store intermediate
simulation results and allow users to browse their earlier interactions.

The component composer tool should provide a direct manipulation GUI to edit
elements of a component, such as the action set of the actor, the knowledge base
of the conductor and the interface speciÿcation of the component. The interface
speciÿcation can be automatically adapted when the user changes the action
deÿnition of the component. Fig. 4 shows an example interface.

Table. 1 speciÿes basic scenarios of the experiment. The scenario design tool
provides a two-level view for specifying scenarios. At the top level, a global
scenario-switch graph is designed, and each scenario can be zoomed into a de-
tailed lower level. At the lower level, popup windows are provided to assist
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Fig. 4. The user interface of Component Composer.

Table 1. Scenarios deÿnition of the experiment.

Scenario 1: live Visualisation

Involved components: Scenario speciÿcation:

LB Blood Fluid Sim LB Blood Fluid Sim computes and regularly updates a data object,

called trial object ;

VRE VRE and Desktop IV visualise trial object and refresh their

Desktop IV visualisation pipelines when trial object has been updated;

Storage Storage stores trial object to disk when received a request.

Scenario 2: making Trial Operation

Involved components: Scenario speciÿcation:

VRE VRE generates and updates an object, called plan Object ;

Only VRE is allowed to update plan Object ;

Desktop IV VRE and Desktop IV visualise plan object, and refresh their

visualisation pipelines when plan object has been updated;

LB Blood Fluid Sim LB Blood Fluid Sim adapts its computing parameters when received

plan Object.

Scenario 3: review Experiment

Involved components: Scenario speciÿcation:

Storage Storage generates and updates a object, called history Object,

when received a request;

VRE VRE and Desktop IV visualise history Object, and refresh their

Desktop IV visualisation pipelines when history Object has been updated;

Only VRE is allowed to send requests to Storage to ask for updating

history Object.
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users to select states and actions from a component and deÿne its transition

constraints with the state of the other components. Fig. 5 depicts a prototype

GUI. When the user selects scenario validation from the interface, the scenario

will be evaluated using a simulation program. The visualisation of the scenario

simulation helps the user to validate his scenario design.

Fig. 5. The user interface of visually scenario designing.

Once the experiment has been designed, it can be executed. The execution tool

assists users to execute the experiment on available computational resources.

By providing the execution tool with a web-based interface, it can be linked

an eventual portal-based interface of the PSE to support remote access of the

experiment.

In PSEs, ISSs are becoming an important mode for testing trial solutions to

complex problems. A user-friendly tool is needed for scientists to eÆciently de-

sign the human in the loop experiments. In this paper, we have prototyped such

a tool for constructing ISS. First, we reviewed our earlier work, ISS-Conductor,
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an agent oriented architecture for ISSs. Then we proposed a tool, ISS-Studio,

for visually designing interactive experiments. ISS-Studio has not been fully im-

plemented yet, but by prototyping the key features, we can already draw some

conclusions:

1. The layered interconnection mechanism adopted in ISS-Conductor allows

developers to specify application logic at an independent level. It provides

possibilities to design experiment scenarios by using a visual interface.

2. In ISS-Conductor run-time behaviour of the system is modelled as an ex-

tended ÿnite state machine, which can be visually represented by mechanisms

such as interaction sequence chart. The conditions in the sequence chart can

be automatically translated into ÿrst order logic to generate knowledge bases

for MAs.

As a next step, we will implement the ISS-Studio and include it in an exist-

ing PSE. We will also work on version 2 of ISS-Conductor which will support

computational grids resource access.

This research is partly supported by the European research project \CrossGrid".
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